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Abstract — A rate-based congestion control algorithm regulates
cell emission rate of source end systems based on feedback information from the network. It was standardized by the ATM Forum
for application to an ABR (Available Bit Rate) service class. In
the standard, two types of congestion notification methods of the
switch are specified: EFCI marking and explicit-rate marking. In
this paper, we focus on explicit-rate marking switch. We propose
our enhancements on a recently proposed switch algorithm called
as the max-min scheme. The main objective of our enhancements
is to control the queue length of the switch for preventing cell loss
and achieving full link-utilization. We show effectiveness of our
switch algorithm by simulation experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION
A rate-based congestion control algorithm is a closed-loop control
method suitable for data transfer applications. In the rate-based
congestion control algorithm, cell transmission rates of source
end systems are regulated according to congestion information returned by the network. The ATM Forum has adopted it as the
congestion control mechanism for the ABR (Available Bit Rate)
service class, and has finished its standardization [1]. In the standard, behavior of source and destination end systems (i.e., terminals) are specified in detail. Congestion notification methods from
the network (i.e., ATM switches) to source end systems are also
specified. The source end system periodically sends a forward RM
(Resource Management) cell per NRM data cells, and the destination end system sends it back to the corresponding source end
system as a backward RM cell. The switch notifies its congestion to source end systems by marking an EFCI (Explicit Forward
Congestion Indication) bit of data cells or a CI (Congestion Indication) bit of RM cells. Since it uses one-bit information, the
switch utilizing the EFCI bit or the CI bit is often referred to as
a binary-mode switch. In the standard, the switch is allowed to
explicitly designate the cell transmission rate by modifying an ER
(Explicit Rate) value of the RM cell. This sort of switch is called
as explicit-rate switch.
While its implementation is rather complex, the explicit-rate
switch has a potential to achieve much better performance than
the binary-mode switch. A typical operation of the explicit-rate
switch is to compute an appropriate bandwidth allocation for every connection based on, for example, the bandwidth available to
ABR connections and the degree of congestion. The switch then
updates the ER value of forward and/or backward RM cells. When
the source end system receives the backward RM cell, it updates
its ACR (Allowed Cell Rate) as

ACR

min(min(ACR + PCR  RIF PCR) ER)

Thus, bandwidth allocation for all connections can be finished

within one round-trip time if RIF is set to be a large value. Otherwise, the source end system needs more RM cells to increase
its ACR to ER. The brightness of the above equation is that the
source end system does not necessarily know the switch type (i.e.,
binary-mode or explicit-rate switch). In other words, effectiveness
of the explicit-rate switch is highly dependent on the determination method of the ER value.
In the ATM Forum, several switch algorithms with explicit-rate
marking have been proposed through standardization process of
the rate-based congestion control algorithm [1, 2]. These include
EPRCA (Enhanced Proportional Rate Control Algorithm) [3],
CAPC (Congestion Avoidance using Proportional Rate Control) [4], APRC2 (Adaptive Proportional Rate Control) [5] and
ERICA (Explicit Rate Indication for Congestion Avoidance) [6].
Each algorithm has its own advantages and disadvantages in terms
of, for example, effectiveness, robustness, fairness and configuration simplicity. We first summarize a recently proposed switch algorithm called as the max-min scheme [7]. A strong point of this
algorithm compared with others is that it can satisfy max-min fairness for any network configuration; that is, total throughput of the
network is maximized while fairness among connections is maintained [8]. However, its defect is in lack of adaptability to changes
in the network (e.g., connection addition/disconnection) as will be
demonstrated in Section III. Thus, we propose our enhancements
to the max-min scheme to improve its stability and efficiency. We
also evaluate its performance through simulation experiments by
comparing with other explicit-rate switch algorithms.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
introduce the max-min scheme and propose our enhancements.
Section III is devoted to performance evaluation of explicit-rate
switch algorithms. Finally, in Section IV, we conclude our paper
with a few remarks.

II. DESIGNING EXPLICIT RATE SWITCH
ALGORITHM
We start this section with an introduction of the max-min scheme
proposed by Tsang et al. in [7] with reviewing its advantages and
disadvantages. We next propose our enhancements to the maxmin scheme, and explain how the defects of the original max-min
scheme are resolved.
A. Max-Min Scheme
The max-min scheme maintains an information table at the switch.
An entry of the table is listed in Table 1. In this table, V CI corresponds to the VC identifier of the connection. ERF and ERB
remember ER values written in the latest forward and backward
RM cells, respectively. CA is the current bandwidth allocation to
this connection, and a constrained flag indicates whether this con-

nection is constrained or not by other switches; if this flag is true,
it means that this connection cannot achieve its fair share of the
bandwidth at the switch. The constrained flag is used to allocate
bandwidth according to the max-min fairness. At every receipt of
forward and backward RM cells, the switch updates the associated
entries and recomputes the bandwidth allocation for the connection as follows.
name
type

V CI

integer

ERF ERB CA
float

float

float

constrained
boolean

enhanced max-min scheme, the switch allocates the bandwidth to
connections according to the current queue length. More strictly,
the allocation of the ER value in Eq. (4) is changed as
where z (x) is a bandwidth adjustment function, and Q(t) is a current queue length. The bandwidth adjustment function, z (x), is
a monotonically decreasing function having the following characteristics.

z (x) =

Table 1: Information table at the switch.
Suppose that the switch receives a forward RM cell. The switch
first checks whether the ER value in the RM cell is different from
ERF . If different, it implies that the bandwidth allocation for
this connection has been changed at other switches, and that the
bandwidth allocation should be recomputed. Hence, the switch
replaces ERF with the ER value in the RM cell, and updates the
constrained flag by comparing ERF with the allocated bandwidth
CA. Then, the following calculation of the bandwidth allocation
is performed.
Let FS be the fair share of the bandwidth for unconstrained
connections (i.e., the constrained flag is false). FS is computed
as

ABW ; Pn2GC CAn
FS =
jGU j

(1)

where ABW is the available bandwidth to the ABR service class,
and CAn is CA of the nth connection. GC and GU are sets of
constrained and unconstrained connections, respectively. GU
represents the number of unconstrained connections. The switch
updates the constrained flag of each connection for FS , and assigns FS to CA of unconstrained connections. Namely, the constrained flag and CA are determined as follows.

j j

constrained

=

CA =

FS  min(ERF ERB )
FS < min(ERF ERB )
min(ERF ERB ) if constrained
FS
otherwise
true
false

(2)
(3)

The above process is repeated until there is no change in constrained flags. Finally, the ER value of the RM cell is updated
as

ER

CA:

CA  z (Q(t))

ER

(4)

Refer to [7] for more detail of the switch algorithm.
B. Our Enhancements to Max-Min Scheme
In this subsection, we propose enhancements to the max-min
scheme. The objective of our enhancements is to eliminate defects
of the max-min scheme without losing its advantages. Advantages of our enhanced max-min scheme over the original max-min
scheme are: (1) controllability of the queue length, (2) an effective
TBE (Transient Buffer Exposure) [1] allocation mechanism, (3)
robustness against background traffic, (4) fairness achievement incorporating PCR and MCR, and (5) interoperability. Details of
our enhancements are described below.
The first enhancement is to control the queue length to a desired level. This mechanism is intended to prevent cell loss and
to achieve full link-utilization as well as small cell delay. In our

QT

1 ; 2



1 + 1 x = 0
1
x = QT
z (x)  1 + 1

is a target queue length at the switch buffer. 1 and 2
are upper and lower bandwidth adjustment factors. For example,
when the queue length is zero, the switch allocates (1+1) times
larger bandwidth than the available bandwidth to the ABR service
class. On the other hand, when the queue length is greater than
QT , the switch reduces the bandwidth allocation. By introducing this mechanism, the queue length is managed to be kept at
QT . Namely, if the queue length is below QT , the switch tries
to increase its queue length by allocating more bandwidth. If the
queue length is over QT , the switch tries to decrease its queue
length. Hence, the queue length is restored at QT even when the
switch gets overloaded or under-loaded.
The second enhancement for the max-min scheme is to support various fairness definitions with PCR and MCR. To take
account of PCR and MCR, the equation for computing the fair
share, Eq. (1), is further extended as

FSn =  (MCRn

+   (ABW ;

X
n2GC

CAn ) ;  

X
n2GU

MCRn

)

where  and  are selected according to a desired fairness criterion.
In our enhanced max-min scheme, the available bandwidth to
the ABR service class is computed at the switch by monitoring
the number of arriving CBR and VBR cells within a fixed interval. More specifically, by letting I be the bandwidth monitoring
interval and N be the number of CBR and VBR cells received
during I , the available bandwidth ABW is computed as

ABW = BW ; NI :

We next explain our mechanism to allocate TBE for a new
connection. Let us assume that there are NV C active connections
on the link, and (NV C + 1)th connection starts cell emission at
t = t0 . At the connection setup time, the switch determines TBE
for this connection as

TBE = min(RTT  PCR BL ; max(Q(t) QT ) ;

NX
VC
n=1

Rn )

where Rn is a reserved buffer capacity for nth connection, and
BL is the buffer size of the switch. RTT is an estimated roundtrip delay of the RM cell including processing delays, which is
signaled at connection setup [1]. The buffer reservation, Rn , is
valid until the source end system receives the first backward RM
cell from the network; that is, Rn is canceled at t = t0 + RTT .

Thus, the buffer reservation for (NV C
by

RNV C +1 =

+ 1)th connection is given

TBE t0  t  t0 + RTT
0
t0 + RTT < t

Given TBE from the network, the source end system computes
ICR (Initial Cell Rate) [1]. By employing this mechanism, buffer
overflow caused by activation of a new ABR connection can be
completely avoided. Another possibility of buffer overflow is
when background traffic suddenly increases its bandwidth requirements. In what follows, we investigate an appropriate setting of
control parameters satisfying two objectives — preventing cell
loss and achieving full link utilization — even with background
traffic.
From now on, we analyze the maximum and minimum of the
queue length by assuming infinite buffer capacity. To analyze the
worst case, we assume that all connections are not constrained
at other switches, and that all source end systems always have
cells to transmit. We further assume that the network is in steadystate; the queue length is equal to QT because of the queue control
mechanism of our enhanced max-min scheme. Let NV C denote
the number of active connections. We introduce sxn and xdn
(1 n NV C ) as the propagation delays between the nth source
end system and the switch, and between the switch and the corresponding destination end system. The bandwidth of the link is
denoted by BW .
When the amount of the background traffic is increased from
C to C 0 (C 0 > C ) at t = t0 , the switch immediately recomputes
new bandwidth allocations and notifies them to source end systems via the ER values of RM cells. In this case, the bandwidth
allocation for each connection is changed from (BW C )=NV C
to (BW C 0 )=NV C . Since the RM cell containing a new explicitrate arrives at the nth source end system sx n after the arrival rate
of the background traffic is changed, cells are excessively injected
into the network. Thus, the envelope of the queue length is given
by

 

;
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The maximum queue length, Qmax , is obtained as


N

N
RM
V
C
Qmax  QT
; C )  2  max
( ) + BW ; C
n sx n
Hence, to prevent buffer overflow, QT should be chosen to satisfy
Qmax  BL.
+ (C 0


N

N
RM
V
C
Qmin  QT
; C )  2  max
( ) + BW ; C
n sx n
Thus, full link utilization can be achieved by setting QT to satisfy
Qmin  0.
In our enhanced max-min scheme, three control parameters —
QT , 1 , 2 and I — are newly adopted for fulfilling high performance in exchange for configuration simplicity. However, the
threshold value, QT , can be configured according to the above
analysis.
In the original max-min scheme, the destination end system
must reset the ER value in the RM cell to PCR. It requires an
additional hardware to maintain PCR values of active connections at the destination end system, and does not follow the ATM
Forum standard. In our enhanced max-min scheme, such a mechanism is eliminated; the destination end system simply sends back
the RM cell.

III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
A. Simulation Model
SES1

SES2

Source End System

SES3

ATM Switch
SW1

SES4

SW2
DES1

Destination End System
DES2

ACRn (t ; sxn ) ; (BW ; C 0 ) dx

;

tRM



+ (C 00
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where ACRn (t) is the bandwidth allocated for the nth connection. The backward RM cell having the new bandwidth allocation of (BW
C 0 )=NRM are received by the nth source at
t = t0 + sx n + tRM , where sx n is the propagation delay from
the switch to the source end system and tRM is a delay for the
next RM cell at the switch. Thus, ACRn (t) is given by

ACRn (t) =

from C to C 00 (C 00 < C ) at t = t0 , the envelope of the queue
length is simply given by replacing C0 in Eq. (5) with C 00 . As
with the previous case, the minimum queue length is given by



The queue decreases when the amount of background traffic
is decreased. When the amount of background traffic is changed

DES4

DES3

Fig. 1: Our Simulation Model.
Figure 1 shows our simulation model, which consists of two interconnected explicit-rate switches and four ABR connections with
identical propagation delays. In the following simulation, the link
bandwidth, BW , is fixed at 353.7 cell/ms assuming a 150 Mbit/s
link. The propagation delay of each link (source–switch, switch–
switch or switch–destination) is fixed at an identical value denoted
by  . A round-trip delay between source and destination end systems is, therefore, 6  . We use two values of  : 0.01 ms (about
2 km) as LAN environments and 1.00 ms (about 200 km) as WAN
environments. Thus, the round-trip delay is 0.06 ms for LAN environments or 6.00 ms for WAN environments.
At each switch, its buffer size, BL, is set to 300 Kbyte (5,796
cells). We assume persistent sources; all source end systems always have cells to transmit. In other words, we assume that CCR
(Current Cell Rate) of the source end system is always equivalent
to ACR. For other parameters, we use the values proposed in [1].



B. Addition and Departure of ABR Connections
In this subsection, we compare three explicit-rate switch algorithms: ERICA, the max-min scheme and our enhanced max-min

scheme. The main objective of this section is to evaluate the influence of connection addition and departure. So we add four connections to the network at different starting points, t = 0, 20, 40
and 60 ms, and remove them from the network at t = 300, 280,
260 and 240 ms, respectively. For comparison purposes, the TBE
determination algorithm of our enhanced max-min scheme is not
used. Instead, we set the initial cell rate, ICR, to be PCR in all
schemes.
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than 1.0, the buffered cells are gradually processed and the queue
length diminishes. In simulation, the queue length is decreased
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from Fig. 3. The number of lost cells was 59,927 cells during
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which is the previous version of ERICA [9]. Buffer overflow can
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Fig. 2: Effect of connection addition/disconnection in ERICA for
 = 0:01 ms and target utilization of 0.95.
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Fig. 4: Effect of ABR connection arrival/departure in max-min
scheme for  = 0:01 ms.
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Fig. 3: Effect of connection addition/disconnection in ERICA for
 = 1:00 ms and target utilization of 0.95.
We first show simulation results for ERICA in Figs. 2 and 3
for different propagation delays,  = 0.01 and 1.00 ms, respectively. A target utilization and a load averaging interval are set
to be 0.95 and 100 cell time. In ERICA, the target utilization is
used to limit the bandwidth allocation for ABR connections; that
is, (target utilization BW ) of the bandwidth is shared by ABR
connections, and the rest of the bandwidth is not allocated to absorb the rate fluctuation. The load averaging interval is an interval for monitoring the current traffic load at the switch. Readers
should refer to [6] for details of ERICA.
Each graph shows ACRs of source end systems and queue
lengths of switches. As can be found from these figures, the queue
length grows when the new connection is activated (around t =
20, 40 and 60 ms), and the maximum queue length is about 470
cells in the LAN environment. Since the target utilization is less
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Fig. 5: Effect of ABR connection arrival/departure in max-min
scheme for  = 1:00 ms.
In Figs. 4 and 5, we next show simulation results of the original max-min scheme for  = 0.01 and 1.00 ms. From the figures, it can be found that cell loss can be prevented even in the
WAN environment, and that the maximum queue length is much
smaller than the one obtained by ERICA. It is because the maxmin scheme can adjust ACR of the new connection to the correct
value in one round-trip time. However, the serious problem of the
max-min scheme is that each connection cannot increase its ACR
even when some connections are terminated. Namely, max-min
fairness is not satisfied after t = 240 ms. This is due to a deadlock
problem of the max-min scheme explained as follows.
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Table 2: Information table at SW1 before VC4 terminates.
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Fig. 7: Effect of ABR connection arrival/departure in enhanced
max-min scheme for  = 1:00 ms.
the background traffic coexists in the network.

IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have focused on the explicit-rate marking switch,
which utilizes the ER value in the RM cell for allocating bandwidth to each connection. We have proposed our explicit-rate
switch algorithm, which is an enhanced version of the max-min
scheme. Through simulation experiments, we have evaluated the
performance of our switch algorithm, and have shown that our
switch algorithm achieves better efficiency and stability compared
with other switch algorithms.
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